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As the Great War (1914-1918) settled into a war of attrition, its terrific scale and intensity bound
the fates of civilians and soldiers alike to the unappeasable demands of military necessity.
Historians agree this was a “total war”—yet, they declare the trope devoid of any meaning.1 As a
heuristic framework, “total war” elides the myriad ways in which experiences of sacrifice and
violence differed on the military front, the home front, and under the deadly weight of occupation.2
It generalizes the type of national mobilization required to erase distinctions between society and
military, while quests for its antecedents only further reinforce the self-serving nature of these
concepts.3 Defaulting to totality conceals how the experience of such a global conflagration
differed across its many fronts. Consider the experiences of 1918 on the European continent— in
March, the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk crowned a lull in large-scale campaigns on the Eastern Front;
on the Western Front, fresh American forces joined in main battle line against the final German
offensive and the Second Battle of the Marne. As a further testament to this mosaic of experiences,
we can trace the ways in which the Great War crippled Europe’s nations—old and new. Its
aftermath exposed unique and challenging paths to peace after the 11 November 1918 armistice.
In Western Europe, the war’s aftermath cast a long shadow. 4 The Entente’s desire for
reprisal inspired the punitive peace at Versailles in the summer of 1919 and only gradually gave
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way to the reconciliatory spirit of Locarno in 1924. In France, national and individual trauma fit
into a “culture of demobilization.”5 The year 1919 also saw massive forced migrations, as the
French expelled some 150,000 Germans from Alsace-Lorraine.6 In Germany, the humiliation of
defeat left a poisonous resentment toward Germany’s neighbors and even the newly-formed
Republic itself.7 The War’s legacy spawned revolutionary and paramilitary activity. Many rightwing German nationalists blamed the collapse of the war effort on a “stab in the back” by socialists
and Jews on the home front. Others blamed the crippling effects of the British blockade.8
Formerly occupied lands, such as Belgium and Poland, did not have home fronts during
the War; they instead acted as the battlefields and standing reserve from which Europe’s belligerent
empires siphoned away food, fuel, manpower and other resources as required by their respective
war machines. To the east, the tenuous détente between the Central Powers and Russia that had
characterized the final months on the Eastern Front simply vanished after the armistice of 11
November 1918. The nation-building projects that emerged in the “shatterzones” of Europe’s
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former belligerent empires reignited violence.9 The ongoing scarcity of food, fuel, and other vital
resources drove ethnic, confessional, and nationalist conflict in regions with antagonistic
populations and low state control. Public health concerns, starvation, and social instability
continued to transcend national boundaries. Hungry and destitute refugees continued to stream
across Eastern Europe’s fluid borders, either out of fear or by force, carrying with them cholera,
typhoid, and lice that spread typhus.10 Behind the violent outbreaks of epidemics, hunger and
endemic disease continued to stalk the young and destitute as ongoing military campaigns tested
the limits of consent and coercion among civilian populations.
The crisis persisted and even intensified after the Treaty of Versailles. By 1920, Britain’s
Foreign Secretary, Lord Curzon, urged the nebulous Polish state to abstain from “military
adventures” and to focus on economic reconstruction.11 But the eastern boundary proposed by the
Allied Supreme War Council (the so-called Curzon line) reflected British interest in maintaining
economic relations with Russia, not the interests of Poland’s leaders or Polish public opinion.12
Still, many international observers argued that Poland badly needed military support and material
relief to withstand the military advance of the Red Army and the social appeal of communism.13
Herbert Hoover, head of the wartime U.S. Food Administration and the American Relief
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Administration (ARA), argued to President Wilson that conditions in Poland could lead to social
and political collapse—“anarchy and bolshevism,” in his words. 14
At its zenith, the Polish-Bolshevik war paled in comparison to the campaigns of 19151916, when millions of soldiers organized into some 20 armies unleashed absolute destruction on
Eastern Europe.15 Nonetheless, the conflict hampered agricultural production, damaged the
credibility of the Polish state, and bedeviled both state and international efforts at reconstruction.
The consequences of sustained mobilization were written into borders and bodies alike.16 Hoover
feared that these violent aftershocks would endow Europe with a second lost generation, one that
had nothing to do with the excitement of 1914, but would reap the poisonous fruit of war for years
to come, burdening the world with “dwarfed bodies and warped mines.”17
Here the transition to peace did not take place within a culture of demobilization. The
cataclysms facing the new Poland—total economic collapse, at least three separate and
internationally brokered border disputes with Germany and Czechoslovakia, the question of
Danzig and access to the Sea, the war with Soviet Russia, an ongoing refugee crises, and the public
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health campaigns to assist the displaced and combat mounting epidemic and endemic disease—,
however, are too enormous to address directly and are too interwoven to understand adequately in
isolation. Strictly national perspectives likewise omit the significance of the unprecedented and
flourishing exchange of international cooperation that characterized the postwar period.18
This paper uses the American Relief Administration’s multivalent mission to Poland, from
1919 to its final, delayed conclusion in 1923, as a lens to reveal moments where indigenous needs,
national interests, and international systems converged in an effort to rein in the Four Horsemen.
The ways in which ongoing conflict on Poland’s borders bedeviled efforts of humanitarian aid
organizations reveals the sustained friction between military and civilian systems in the region.
The significance of what got lost between these systems lies in matters of agricultural production,
caloric regimes for undernourished children, collective and individual trauma, and the specter of
political and social collapse. The challenges facing relief and reconstruction also highlight themes
of continuity and discontinuity of experiences that lasted well beyond 1918.
Herbert Hoover had first organized relief shipments to German-occupied Belgium and
devastated Northern France as early as October of 1914. His Committee to Relieve Belgium (CRB)
continued its work until 1923. The activities of the CRB, the American Red Cross (ARC) and other
American organizations in promoting American hygienic and civic values during this time are well
documented by historians.19 But with a focus on America’s political interests, existing scholarship
obscures a narrative of cooperation and the context socio-politics of starvation in Central and
Eastern Europe. Cultural imperialism offers a weak explanation of international public health and
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security policy at a time when new forms international humanitarian were “increasingly organized
“around transnational networks.”20
The vastness of the eastern front and Germany’s disregard for international law had
stymied efforts to extend aid to Central and Eastern Europe until after 1918. And by 1921, the
urgency of the Russian famine (as well as American isolationism) eclipsed relief work in Europe.
In a thorough examination of the ARA’s Soviet mission (1921-1923), Bertrand Patenaude explains
that mistrust of the American mission by the Bolshevik regime stalled the delivery of relief to the
roughly 6 million people who died of starvation in the Volga region. 21 But most scholars take for
granted that famine relief in Russia relied on the transport of goods from Danzig across a shaky
Eastern Europe. In Poland, the ARA acted as a partner. Congruent interests augmented by the
credibility of American agents in Poland helped to make the postwar crisis in Central and Eastern
Europe much tamer than the horrors of Russia.

The American Relief Administration’s European Children’s Fund
Jósef Piłsudski, the former commander of the Polish Legions under the Central Powers, arrived in
Warsaw one day before the armistice that ended the War. He had been imprisoned in Magdeburg
since July of 1917, after refusing to swear allegiance to the German military. Germany’s collapse
in November of 1918 freed Pilsudski and the Polish people from their colonial oppressors. Upon
his return, Poland’s Regency Council (a German wartime creation) appointed Piłsudski as Poland’s
de facto leader and he began to negotiate for the withdrawal of German troops. On November 16,
Piłsudski announced the rebirth of a Polish state, with himself as its head and Jędzej Moraczewski
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as prime minister.22 The Entente and the United States, however, recognized the Polish National
Committee in Paris, created by Piłsudski’s political rival, Roman Dmowski, as Poland’s legitimate
representative.
In January of 1919 the U.S. Congress created the American Relief Administration out of
the former U.S. Food Administration and allotted the organization $100,000,000 in credit for
relief. An amendment by Senator Henry Cabot lodge prohibited any aid from going to former
enemy nations. Herbert Hoover protested to President Wilson that as it stood, Cabot’s amendment
would mean great difficulty in transporting food across German controlled territory. Without time
to wait for President Wilson to appeal to the Senate on his behalf, Hoover began to arrange for
inter-Allied support to the Austrians and the Poles, who needed finance credits in order to purchase
food.23 Harvests in 1918 had been nonexistent, and by spring it appeared that 1919 would follow
suit. Hoover likewise organized children’s milk shipments from Switzerland to Lwów, where
pogroms and battles between the Poles and the Ukrainian Nationalist Army created dire need. This
venture was funded in part by the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC).24
Meanwhile, in the northern part of Poland, the demobilized German army stripped the land
and the population of resources as it withdrew from the new Republic of Poland. But the British
insisted that provisioning Poles with food that would only find its way into German hands posed
a threat to security and signing of the Peace. Negotiations with the Germans dragged on until
spring while Hoover insisted that the Poles be allowed to exercise their “free access to the sea,” as
provisioned by Wilson’s Fourteen Points.
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Hoover sent Vernon Kellogg, a biologist at Stanford University and a representative of the
American Relief Administration to assess conditions in Poland. Kellogg believed in
humanitarianism and cooperation as the foil to the violent self-assertion that many argued fueled
Germany’s push to war.25 Kellogg reported that Poland badly needed stability on its eastern front.
He wrote that in order to succeed in “holding back the hordes of Russia,” Poland needed military
support—either from the Allied Powers or from the Polish volunteers currently under the direction
of General Haller in France.26 To combat the appeal of communist rhetoric, Kellogg reported
Poland needed “food, clothing, shoes, and raw materials to put the thousands of idle workmen at
work.”27 But without a stable government, neither the US nor Britain would concede to allow relief
past the ongoing naval blockade and across territory still ostensibly under Germany control.
Poland’s need for both international support and internal cohesion spurred Piłsudski to
form a coalition government with Ignacy Paderewski, head of the National Committee in Paris.
As Prime Minister and a skilled orator, Paderewski championed the cause of international relief
for Poland in the United States. Piłsudski and Paderewski shared common goals, but the friction
between their policies, part of the broader conflict between military and civil authorities in postwar
Poland, complicated attempts to stabilize and feed the country. At the opening meeting of the new
Legislative Sejm on February 10, Piłsudski asserted Poland’s right to defend its borders. 28 The
cost of defending the entire extent of Poland’s borders with armed men greatly strained the
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resources of the Polish state and necessitated the continuation of compulsory requisition of food
and fodder for troops and horses.29 Meanwhile, Paderewski and the council of ministers labored
to find a way to feed Poland’s population.
In addition to the issue of unsettled borders, the new Polish state faced a crisis of credibility
if it could not meet the needs of its citizens. In April 1919 Prime Minister Paderewski wrote to
Hoover regarding conflicts in the Duchy of Teschen, on Poland’s border with Czechoslovakia.
Poland’s Prime Minister explained that without the authority of former German agencies, the
people in the mining districts only had confidence in the “authority of American relief.” 30 With
industry at a standstill, crippled by the draconian German occupation, workers had no way to feed
their families. The pattern repeated itself across Poland. In the industrial center of Łódź, city
officials feared that without proper provisions, as many as 60,000 children would starve.31
The ARA’s mission to feed Polish children began in April of 1919 and was in full force by
July.32 Once Hoover secured enough food, clothing, and finance credits for countries like Austria
and Poland to survive until the harvest of 1919, the ARA’s charter expired. Seamlessly, the ARA
shifted its focus specifically to the feeding of undernourished children as the American Relief
Administration’s European Children’s Fund (ARAECF), a private charitable venture.33
When Hoover’s people arrived in Poland, the idea was the make use of existing local
structures as much as possible to meet the second pair of objectives. As early as 1915, the German
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occupation authorities had granted powers of local administration in matters of social welfare to
the Poles. That same year Paderewski had made attempts with the help of the Rockefeller
Foundation and Hoover’s Committee to Relieve Belgium to organize a relief mission to Germanoccupied Poland. But initial opposition from Britain and later America’s own entry into the war
prohibited any substantial relief from reaching the occupied territories. Over the course of the war
Poland’s institutions had grown to include a division for public health. By the time the armistice
was signed in November of 1918, the public health division had developed into a full-fledged
ministry under Witold Chodźko.34 These extant public health structures developed in Polish cities
under the German occupation from 1916 onward increased Poland’s ability to cooperate with the
ARA and its partners.
The program in Poland broadly followed four stages. The first was to quell existing internal
unrest through the distribution of relief and clothing to children and adults. The second was to
ensure the financial stability of both Austria and Poland before the summer of 1919. 35 Hoover was
able to secure financial funding to allow Austria to purchase food stuffs. Similarly, the Poles were
given a loan to contribute their half of the mission. What followed was a prolonged effort to
distribute relief in an effort to combat long-term social instability, and finally a program to invest
in the future of Europe by continuing to feed millions of starving children.
The ARA entered into a partnership with the Polish government with the intent to make
use of existing local structures as much as possible. The result was the Polish-American Children’s
Relief Committee (Polsko-Amerykanski Komitet Pomocy Dzieciom, PAKPD). The feeding
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mission began on July 1, 1919.36 The standard daily ration furnished by the PAKPD consisted of
the following:
Children 3-15 years
Flour………… 62 grams
Beans………... 35 “
Rice………….. 20 “
Milk………….. 22 “
Fats …………...10 “
(Kosher oil for Jewish children)
Sugar………… 15 “
Cocoa………… 3 “
Total
167 grams

Infants 0-3 years
Condensed milk…………80 grams
Evaporated milk…………40 “
Rice…………………...….20 “
Flour………………...…...20 “
Total
160 grams

The meals cost roughly two American cents, with the neediest families receiving discounted or
free meals. The meals were meant to supplement “what the child might receive at home,” but in
reality they were sometimes the only source of nourishment for an entire family. 37 Several cases
were reported early in 1919, where mothers collecting food for malnourished and tubercular
children were then distributing the prepared meal between several family memebers, to the
ultimate detriment of the sick child. To remedy this issue, children were required to consume their
meals on site at the kitchens. In cities like Łódź where as many as four thousand children would
come through a feeding kitchen each day, this put a strain on resources. In many areas children
had to bring their own utensils and containers, often taken from a parent’s wartime equipment.
Later, under the coordination of the PAKPD, children were either sent to hospitals, sanatoriums,
feeding kitchens, or summer colonies based on their individual needs.38
The organizational structure of the PAKPD drew upon local expertise by creating in each
community a committee of local elites and public health officials. At the height of its activity, the
PAKPD was made up of 14 regional offices and 198 local committees and district offices. Maurice
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Pate, the future founder of UNICEF acted as its chief, but the entire apparatus of the PAKPD was
Polish. Ongoing instability and turnover in Poland’s leadership required the ARA’s partners to
take greater charge of supervision and oversight after 1920. In May, the ARA dispatched a group
of Polish-American female volunteers to oversee relief kitchens. The Grey Samaritans, as they
were known by their grey YWCA uniforms, performed in rural areas the same roles as nurses and
public health officials in cities.
In Łódź, the PAKPD partnered with the Ministry of Health’s Department for Social
Welfare (Wydzial Opieki Spolecznej, or WOS) to direct relief to those most in need. With estimates
that the incidence of tuberculosis in children rose over two hundred percent between 1918 and
1920, the WOS directed its efforts toward treatment as well as prevention through the distribution
of food relief. The WOS coordinated both the efforts of its own organs as well as the city’s selftitled “hygienic-philanthropic” organizations, namely the Tuberculosis Control Section (Sekcja do
Walki z Gruźlicą, or SWG).39 Under the WOS, which functioned as an executive authority and
ARA liaison, the SWG took over the prewar work of the Antituberculosis League (Liga
Przecivwgruźlicą) to distribute milk from the PAKPD to local feeding kitchens operated by
welfare organizations like Drop of Milk (Kropla Mleka) throughout the city. The SWG was also
in charge of keeping records of who took advantage of relief and from which of the organizations.
The WOS appointed Dr. Seweryn Sterling as the director of the SWG. Born into a Jewish family,
Sterling studied medicine in Warsaw and eventually settled in Łódź. In 1895 he founded the first
pulmonary clinic in the Congress of Poland, and was behind the opening of the first tuberculosis
outpatient clinic in Łódź in 1910.40 At his pulmonary clinic at the Israel and Leonia Poznański
Hospital, Sterling combined heliotherapy with daily rest, hygiene, and a diverse diet. In a 1922
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report, Sterling praised the effectiveness of the Polish-American relief mission.41
But in the areas east of Warsaw that had been ravaged by successive invasions, no public
health infrastructure remained. In areas near Brest-Litovsk and Mińsk, therefore, relief was carried
out almost entirely through the church or by charitable groups, namely the Society of Friends
(Quakers). And In a memoir of their travels across Poland, Quakers Sydney Loch and Joice M.
Nankivell described how in the chaos of the Bolshevik retreat, only the peasants recognized other
villagers. Quakers relied on locals to determine who had, for instance, passed babies along to
collect more aid, or to assess whether a wealthier member of the community was trying to collect
more relief than was necessary.42 Where people lived in dugouts and cisterns, the infrastructure
simply did not exist to implement any organized relief beyond hand-to-hand interaction.

The American Friends’ Service Committee
The American Friends’ Service Committee (AFSC) began its humanitarian work in France in
1917.43 The AFSC debated whether its wartime committee should disband after the war, but in
spring of 1919 Hoover proposed that the Society of Friends (Quakers) lead a charitable mission to
Germany, where the American Relief Administration could not officially operate at the time. The
British and American Friends coordinated their efforts with the ARA across Central Europe,
feeding children and providing clothing furnished by the warehouses of the ARA European
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Children’s Fund in Germany, Austria, and Poland. The ARA acted as the Friends’ purchasing
agent and arranged free transport of supplies from ARA warehouses in Europe to points of
distribution.44 The Friends began work according to their organizational models deployed in the
field in France, “with such modifications as the differing circumstances required.” The mission
expected to conclude in as little as five months, but by the middle of the next spring it had grown
to include “[r]elief and [m]edical work…[a]gricultural and [b]uilding…anti-typhus work…and
[c]hild [w]elfare and feeding.”45
In August of 1919, a contingent of British Friends led by Ruth Fry, the General Secretary
of the British Friends’ Relief Commission, accompanied by an American Friend, Dorothy Good,
travelled to Zawiercie, Poland. The small factory town of about 30,000 north-west of Kraków was
the first site of the Friends’ work in Poland. A note from the Polish bacteriologist, Dr. Ludwick
Rajchmann, who formed the League of Nations Health Organization in 1921, introduced the
mission to the local unit of Poland’s Head Provisioning Council (Rada Główna Opiekuńcza,
RGO). By springtime, the Zawiercie mission received additional help from two volunteers from
the YWCA. The Polish-American Grey Samaritans helped oversee the distribution of linen and
other medical supplies to the local hospital. The Zawiercie unit also maintained regular
correspondence with Colonel Gilchrist, a former ARA agent who in 1920 began work as head of
the League of Nation’s campaign against typhus.
In September and October of 1919, the Friends’ unit operating in Zawiercie, dispatched
another group of investigators further east to assess where to extend the organization’s relief
efforts. Gertrude Powicke, Reynolds Ball, and Sydney Wallis made their way across East Galicia
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and Western Ukraine. Because railway transport was unreliable (the only train that ran regularly
through the region, via Lublin, Chełm, and Hrubieszów travelled once per day and took about
sixteen hours), the crew traveled as much as possibly by car. The observers noted the primary
cause for distress stemmed from the droves of refugees returning from the east, those who fled the
Polish-Bolshevik conflict. Fear of cross contamination of typhus between civilian and military
populations behind the active front meant that civilians were banned from hospitals, leaving “the
vast majority of the sick were crowded with those who were well” in private residences. Wallis’
partners, Powicke and Ball, perished during their journey. Both succumbed to the typhus epidemic.
Wallis wrote back to the Friends’ Executive Committee that an extension of work to the
Hrubieszów district, with local headquarters in the village of Werbkowice, “was deemed
practicable and advisable.”46
The “front line” in the battle against Poland’s typhus epidemic reached as far west as the
industrial districts of Silesia, near the German border. A report from April 1920 clearly illustrates
the nature of the Friends’ activities in Będzin. Alongside the distribution of ARA food to 350
needy children, the Friends’ conducted a vigorous delousing campaign, which the report described
as follows:
It might appear to an unsympathetic eye that a hostile army accompanied by a flood had
passed through [Będzin]…Each leader takes addresses of houses…All the occupants with
their clothes and bedding go off to the baths to be washed and sterilized—sometimes a
policeman is called in to see that all go. When the humans and the clothes have been got
rid of, the spraying party attacks in force—beds are pulled to pieces…taken into the yard
or street and burned…the verminous den is left sweet and clean.47
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These and other public health measures often resembled the arbitrariness of military rule and
evoked strong opposition from local populations; another report recounts that every person
travelling by train required a note from a doctor to indicate they were fit for travel.
Back east in Werbkowice, the extension of the Friends’ work grappled the multivalent
nature of humanitarian work amid the ongoing war. Especially along the Polish-Bolshevik front,
the AFSC’s battle against typhus required coordination with military authorities and included an
added layer of urgency with regard to agricultural reconstruction, the distribution of seed, and
fodder. Across the entire Hrubieszow district, the AFSC oversaw the distribution of ARA food in
three kitchens across nine villages in the region, supplying food to the poorest and those returning
from the east. Added to this was the acquisition of forty-three horses to help “nearly 200
families…with their ploughing.” The Friends observed:
the ground has not been turned over for four years, and for the strongest horses it is a
struggle all the time…at best the horses are only able to plough about an acre in a long day,
but it is good to think that each week a hundred acres that would otherwise be untouched
are coming anew under cultivation.48
Unlike the AFSC’s mission to France, the mission in Poland relied more heavily on horses than it
did tractors for several reasons. The state of agricultural reform in Poland proceeded slowly after
the war and did not make major strides until the interwar period. This meant that many small
holders who maintained checkerboard plots had no use for tractors. The fuel shortage in Poland
also made the use of tractors unreliable, depending on which models could run various grades of
benzene or kerosene. Added to this, the Polish military actually conceded to schemes whereby
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landowners could rent or stable horses. And of the 56 tractors obtained and dispatched by the
Friends’ in eastern Poland, the Red Army captured 25 during its advance in July of 1920.49
Unlike Western Europe, where high state involvement and familiarity with modern
agriculture stimulated adoption of American methods, the Friends’ in Eastern Poland saw limited
possibilities to deploy American models and equipment. The Polish farmer first had to be
instructed; the Friends suggested implementation of American-style agricultural education. The
greatest challenge was the relatively abysmal state agricultural education across former Russian
Poland. Between some eight schools operated by the Central Agricultural Association, a total of
400 pupils had received instruction prior to the war. From what observers could gather, there had
been also “no attempt to teach agricultural methods even in the most rudimentary fashion in the
ordinary elementary schools.”50 In the first year after the war, the same eight schools only counted
197 pupils. By comparison, former Austrian Galicia maintained some thirty agricultural schools.
But even there, Friends estimated only 300 pupils had completed the three years of agricultural
instruction available to them. The Quakers noted that Central Agricultural Association in Poland
lacked technical material for instruction, chalkboards, chalk, and requested assistance in these
matters from the American Technical Advisor’s Mission (discussed below).
Even with conscious attention to local needs and conditions, some of the Friends’ methods
simply proved incongruent with the pace of agricultural reform in the newly formed Polish state.
One major issue was that especially in the eastern borderlands—the Kresy—peasants had seen the
regime change many, many times as armies swept back and forth across the land. Some refused to
distinguish the current Polish government from the German-created Regency Council that had first
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recognized Piłsudski as Poland’s leader. Many simply refused to acknowledge any civic duty to
the Polish state and viewed loans offered for the purposes of agricultural reconstruction with
suspicion.51 The Polish government’s greatest handicap appeared to be a lack of money and a
severe devaluation of currency. Without the possibility of securing revenue, the state had to
continuously print more money. Thus, even the equivalent of $10,000 U.S. dollars to fund
agricultural schools seemed hopelessly out of reach.
Work proceeded slowly, but the Friends’ saw hope and believed that the crisis facing all
of Eastern Europe could only be mitigated by empowering individual producers. A report
circulated between Friends’ headquarters in Philadelphia and London maintained that although the
peasants in the village of Werbokwice were “…only a few,” the nature of work done by the AFSC
“represents a very definite attempt to cope in one small area with the food problem that faces the
world.” Such was “the only satisfactory solution to this problem.”52
Urgent efforts on the part of relief agencies and the Polish state sometimes missed the
nuances of Poland’s rural politics. The avenues of agricultural education and organization
deployed, some argued, favored only landowners. An appeal to the Polish Sejm in April of 1920
from Tarnów in Lesser Poland complained that despite support for rural producers and the needs
of destitute city-dwellers, the government neglected the needs of the landless rural population, who
were left without access to the relief afforded cities, but could also not produce for themselves.
The work of the Friends’ also attracted criticism from the Bishop of Lublin, who accused the
mission of exacerbating local confessional divisions.53 These claims, however, appear largely
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groundless, as the Friends’ were prohibited both in France and in Central Europe from
proselytizing. The Bishop’s complains appear to stem from interpersonal conflicts caused by an
AFSC agent, Dr. Goudiss, who was removed from his service in 1920.54

ARA Technical Advisor’s Mission
The logistical challenges of relief in spring and summer 1919 quickly revealed that the new Polish
government faced both technical and economic problems of a novel character. In June of 1919 the
ARA dispatched a team of technical advisers to work alongside Polish ministries as independent
agents. The advisers received payment from Polish funds, and ostensibly worked as agents of the
Polish government while they coordinated the logistics of food, fuel, and raw materials with a
network of ARA affiliated experts in Paris, Prague, and Vienna—in addition to the ARA’s Warsaw
office. In July, Hoover received permission from Paderewski to appoint a food adviser to work
alongside the ministries of provisioning and social welfare, along with a transport adviser to work
with the minister of transport.55 In reality, these advisers appointed to Poland—Colonels Barber
and Durand—advised the government on a range of matters from economic policy to logistics.
Hoover had intended the European Children’s Fund and Technical Adviser’s Mission to
last only one year, but the intensification of conflict on all of Poland’s borders in the year after the
1919 Treaty of Versailles prompted the Polish government to request an extension of the American
missions.56 The contradiction among Poland’s allies between international support for selfdetermination and the desire to allow Russia to retain its territorial integrity left Poland’s eastern
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border undefined, while the demobilization of Germany’s OberOst created the stage for conflict.
Poland’s ongoing mobilization intensified the need for the Polish government to import and
requisition grain to feed the military and civilian populations. In September of 1919 the Minster
of Military Affairs issued a proclamation to farmers, which drew attention to both the military’s
need for fodder grains to feed their horses and the civic duty of Poland’s agricultural classes to
cooperate with timely and efficient requisition of oats and barley.57 Despite attempts by the
Ministry of Provisions to channel all purchases and requisitions through a central purchasing
agency, continued requisitions by the army damaged state relations with the Polish agricultural
classes and revealed internal fissures. Owing in part to these difficulties, Paderewski had resigned
at the end of 1919. His successor, Leopold Skulski, wrote to Hoover and Colonel Barber to request
that the American mission stay another year before he, too, resigned.58
As fighting intensified on Poland’s nebulous eastern border, desperate detachments of
Polish as well as Bolshevik troops began to requisition food and supplies from ARA kitchens and
storehouses. In January 1920, W.P. Fuller, the head of the ARA’s Polish mission appealed to the
Polish minister of military affairs to enforce cooperation with the grain purchase corporation and
prevent further illegal requisition. In June, the Polish military targeted ARA warehouses in
Białystok and as far west as Warsaw for requisition.59 By summer, the rapid Bolshevik advance
threatened the entire American operation in Poland’s eastern borderlands. In July, Fuller called for
the evacuation of ARA feeding stations and supply warehouses from their headquarters in Lwow
and Warsaw to Krakow.60 He cabled to the port office at Danzig that all shipments into Poland on
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behalf of the European Children’s Fund should be halted, as reports indicated that the encroaching
Bolshevik army was strong enough to come as far as it wanted. In August, representatives of the
ARA met with Soviet delegates in Minsk to allow for the continued distribution of relief behind
the Bolshevik front.
But the Bolshevik army proved weaker than the Poles and the ARA had feared. The battle
of Warsaw saw the Red army pushed back from the banks of the Vistula. While competition for
resources between the military and civilian authorities often stalled relief and revealed Poland’s
internal fissures, the aftermath of the Polish-Bolshevik war necessitated even greater international
efforts and an extension of the American mission by yet another year. The ongoing work of the
League’s Typhus expedition, which had already been in operation since 1919, was not enough to
deal with the new wave of refugees and the resurgent typhus epidemic after 1920. In 1921, the
ARA assisted the work of the League’s typhus mission by partnering with the American Red Cross
and the AFSC to coordinate food and medical relief to children and refugees in the eastern
borderlands.61 The destruction caused by ongoing warfare for nearly six years spurred the ARA to
work out a plan with Poland’s minister of public health, Witold Chodźko to continue feeding
children across Poland into 1923, even though ARA’s funds had been exhausted for a second
time.62 This time, however, with the harvest of 1922 finally able to cover the needs of the
population, the Polish government expected to take over the child feeding campaign by the spring
of 1923.
The conclusion of the Polish-Bolshevik War in October 1920 temporarily settled Poland’s
eastern boundary well beyond the Curzon line, but did not bring an end to the conflict on Poland’s
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other borders. In early 1921, just before the settlement of the Upper Silesian plebiscite in March,
Colonel Barber arrived in present-day Opole to arrange for the transport of coal to Vienna, where
a lack of fuel threatened to cripple social functioning. Barber argued that Central Europe’s coal
famine resulted from the continued violent struggle for the rearrangement of borders and the
decreased standard of living in mining districts of Upper Silesia. In addition to the challenges
caused by the destruction of equipment and the loss of organization and skill due to the Great War,
the ongoing and often armed conflict in the contested region continued to plague its residents with
mental and physical distress. What Barber and Durand referred to in their reports as “demoralized
productivity” was essentially the result of trauma and food shortage.63 Additionally, insurgents on
both the German and Polish side created impasses that prevented the normal function of railway
service.
Poland’s ministers often appealed to Barber and Durand to help facilitate the shipment of
food to contested and economically devastated regions. In Teschen, a coal mining region fought
over between the Poles and the Czechs, Polish political activists used American food explicitly as
propaganda. A pamphlet titled “I also want to belong to Poland” (Ja też chce należeć do Polski),
adduced Poland’s position as the entryway for American relief as evidence of its advantageous
position, and went as far as to claim that with the help of the United States, Poland would even
become the America of Central Europe.64 Ultimately, the conflicts in Upper Silesia and Teschen
took the intervention of Poland’s allies and the League of Nations to settle. But even once these
regions began to produce coal again the interruption of regular trade, tariff wars, and the logistics
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of transport across new and contested borders, and the flight of foreign capital from Easter Europe
presented an entirely separate level of difficulty.65

Conclusion
Although a Polish state returned to the map of Europe in 1918 after a 123 year absence, it did not
do so with a triumphant gleam. The fledgling nation was geographically nebulous and its society
riven with fissures. An examination of the work done by the ARA and its partners within the
context of postwar Poland’s struggle to achieve internal stability and secure its borders reveals that
American relief was a tool deployed by Poland’s civil authorities and coveted by its military at a
time when the movement of grain and milk was as crucial to Poland’s future as movement of
troops. 66
In his concluding report, Barber wrote that American food contributed to feeding about
20% of Poland’s population over a period of three years, which stated another way, amounted to
“one ton per year for every hundred of the total population.”67 The PAKPD alone, at the peak of
its activity, fed up to 1.3 million children a day. The American mission helped stave off the threat
of massive starvation and paved the way for the Polish government to cooperate with international
agencies like the Friends’ Service Committee and later the Rockefeller Foundation. The perception
of ARA’s mission as a representative example of American soft-power interventionism or interwar
humanitarianism, whereby the United States was able to influence geopolitical stability or civic
values, flattens the complexity facing Central and Eastern Europe.
My broader project connects the work of Poland’s technical advisors with those operating in Vienna, as well.
Reflecting upon the legacy of the postwar cooperation between America and Poland, Hoover wrote that Poland
had “secured entirely too many fringe groups of Germans, Ruthenians, and Lithuanians” for its own good.
Furthermore, an ongoing currency crisis, lack of foreign capital, and fear of border revisions, especially after the
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The relative success of the ARA’s mission in Central Europe also hinged on more than just
the congruency of political interests between American agents and their beneficiaries. Local
conditions and the nature of the land under cultivation set the parameters within which both the
Polish state and relief agencies operated. Though informed by their earlier efforts in France and
Belgium, aid workers arriving in Eastern Europe in 1919 quickly realized they could not do for
the Polish peasant what had been done for French farmer.
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